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XXXIX. Intelligence and Miscellaneous Articles. 

AERIAL NAVIGATION. 

I ~  consequence of Sir George Caytev's communleatlon, inserted 
in our number for May, we iaave been favoured with a letter from 
a gentleman of distinguished literary and scientific reputation. 
l ie  is " inclined tO believe that something useful to mankind on 
the subject may be either positively or negatively ascertained, 
under the conduct of men of science." He is willing to con- 
tribute fifty pounds for furthering any plan which may obtain the 
sanction of a few men of the description to which he alludes. 

Sir George Cayley has requested us to correct an error in the 
title prefixed to his la-~t article, in which F.R.S. was affixed to 
his name bv mistake. The fact wa# ~imply this: The Editor, 

few the who was ot;liged to leave town for a days, sent eommu- 
vieation without any title, along witfi some other articles to the 
pril~ter to put to press in his absence ; and trusting to memory 
instead of looking at Sir George's previous communication, the 
printer committed the error eomphined of. 

CORRESPONDENCE OF M. VAN MONS~ coNTINUED ~. 
Brussells, July 1815. 

I have of late paid partleular attention to the manner, in which 
the solutions of salts are decomposed by reduced metals. We 
see a liquor thicker than water, separated from the solution and 
approach the metal : then it disappears, and at the same instant 
the reduced metal shows itself in a state as if it had undergone 
fusion. It is not to be supposed that the add qui~s for some 
time the oxide, to admit of the latter taking up the oxygen by 
the decomposing metal ; for this would be granting too much ; 
and besides, the solution reaevs at no period on the blue colour 
with which we stain it. We ought rather to conceive that the 

* In the translation of the letter of M. ,Van Mons, given in our namber 
for March, pp. '214 and 2 tS, the muviate of lead of Derbyshire is said to 
consist of lead and "phosphoric acid;" the latter ought to hate  been 
" pl,,,sg~en acid." 
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Correspondence of ~I. Pan Mon~'. 14~ 

waterof the solution, dlsplaees from the decomposing metal hydro- 
gen, which approaches tile decomposed salt, to place itself in the 
room of its equivalent under the form of water, and peculiarly to 
the water of oxidation of the oxide of this salt, whereby this 
oxide is reduced, and that the acid adhering to this water is 
substituted for the hydrogen, or takes the place of this principle, 
and thus forms in every respect the new salt. It  is impossible 
that the ease can be otlierwise. The metal is not fitsed, but it 
is newly composed. It  is the action which takes place under 
the pile, and wherever oxides ar t  reduced without their oxygen 
being hot enough to pass to another body. When the solution is 
saturated with salt, the decomposition is slow or null: this is 
because the metal precipitated has not a fi'ee motion : but is this 
requisite ? I say no: but fi'ee water is requisite tbr it, and par-  
tieularlv water oi' solution which is separated from the salt; then 
it requi]'ies the caloric with which this water is supercomposed. 
The metals which are oxidated by water are not separated or 
reduced, and when they are so they form no arboreseenee. 

It has been discovered in Italy, that the tinctui'e of salt of 
tartar dissolves phosphorus without decomposit,g it, or d'orms a 
liquid phosphurct of its alkali: and caustic lixivium diluted in 
alcohol operates the same solution. Here we have in the tivst 
place the defect of water, and afterwards the affinity of water tbr 
alcohol, which hinders the phosphuret from being decomposed 
as soon as it is formed. But a,~d more water, and particularly 
warm water, and in.,tantly phosphuretted hydrogen gas appears. 
The alcohol contracts a very intimate u,tlon with tile strong al- 
kalies, and the alcoholate oi' pota.sh, if not the potassate of ah'o- 
hol ; for I think that itl this union tile alcohol at.ts like an oxide, 
attd the potash like an acid, and becomes very intensely hy- 
drated. I once fi~und large crystals in a very oh l tinett]re'of 
salt of tartar: they were neuter on the veget.able blue~ : to the 
last they were at first salt and bitter, and afterwards verv corro- 
sive. I'n the open air, when I wished to dry them they deli- 
quesced,- giving out a smell of alcohol, and nothing bUt caustic 
pota.~h remained. The little difference between the inten.sity of 
tlxe alcohol attd of the potash, makes this salt be so easily de- 
composed, but it is hydrated in the ratio of the combined energy 
of the elements. Its hydrate is already liquid. I have thus ob- 
tained in a eryst:illine form oxygenate of potash. This salt was 
t'urnished to me by treating caustic potash with red oxide of 
mercury. 

1 have succeeded in depriving ink of its principle of corruptiort 
by infusing the gall.nut~ in common beer vinegar. They are to 
be broken into a coarse powder, and inthsed two or three'days iu 

VoI. 48. No. 220. ~ugust 1816. K a retort 
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1~ Corr ezpon~nce 
a retort dosed with a piece of paper. The infusion is then 
passed through a woollen sieve ; the residue was!ted ill cold 
water, decanting all that remains suspended in the water ; the 
latter portion is then to be infused in the same manner in pure 
water, aml both infusions are to be mixed. The whole is to 
be heated for an instant, m~d then allowed to subside for twenty- 
four hours, when it is to be filtered again : gum and sugar are 
then to be added ; and when they are dissolved, the whole is t0 
be once more passed through the sieve. The ink is then to be 
mixed with the oxide or red sulphate, but neither the acidu- 
lated nor oxidulated sulphate ought to be used. The whole being 
then shaken, may be put into a stone bottle and corked with a 
paper stopper. 

Not only is the ink thus prevented from being corrupted, but 
it loses another bad property, namely, that of thiekening. The 
acid of the vinegar is combined as a mucous kind of acetate with 
the mucilaginous matter, and precipitates it ; the vinegar is very 
much softened in this infusion by the connexion which its acid 
parts form with the mucus. The thiekening of the ink arises 
from the sulphuric acid rendered free, precipitating this body. 
Tile mucus of the gum arabic scarcely undergoes this change at 
all. I consider myself fortunate in having so well succeeded 
in this preparation. 

I lately made a very singular experiment. I was directing on 
some red oxide of mercury scarcely heated to 30 ° of Reaumur, a 
jet  of hydrogen gas from a bladder. I wished to obtain water, 
but did not obtain any, but the red oxide became white. I 
heated it more fiercely, and it was red hot before the steam of 
the water appeared; and then instead of reduced mercury there 
remained black oxidulate, which I had much difficulty in de- 
oxidating. I forgot to say, that duriug the process the matter 
instead of becoming of a dull purple colour became yellow only. 

Having repeated the experiment at a low red heat, I obtained 
water and concrete reduced mercury Which resisted the fire a Song 
time, giving out hydrogen and liquid metal. [ operated with a 
double crucible, the upper one being of glass. My first idea of 
this ph~enomenon was incorrect; for I had, like Dobereiner and 
Day); made of the mercury a new metal concrete even in the 
fire, by incorporating an overplus of hydrogen at  first with its 
oxide, and afterwards with the reduced metal. 

Hence came a metal more intense, and which will not be more 
deoxidable in the fire, if it does not remain decomposable in the 
hydrogen added. We may regard this super-hydrogenation, 
when it takes place upon the oxide, as a mineral organization, 
and the same with that which carbon undergoes in plants, and 

azo t ~  
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M. ~n  Mons. 147 
a~ote in alr m~d animals. The irreducible silver which Richter 
procured from an alchemist was silver organized by water, and 
thus become a new metal, more intense on account of its oxida- 
tion by water instead of oxygen, and without depositing or se- 
parating hydrogen. Tellurium and arsenic are organized by 
Water, and converted either into new oxides of metal:3, or into 
kinds of acidifiab!e combnstihles, in those hydrogenated bodies 
and in the tellurated and arsenicated hydrogens, l ought to 
have reflected that in the first experiment I had only obtained 
mercury~ oxygen and water: this first experiment was so far 
particular, that in order to be reduced the mercury became sub- 
oxidated, which in common eases does not take place ; hat it is 
true that the ~eond oxygen was here taken up by the hydrogen, 
The new metal does not appear susceptible of any but one de- 
gree of oxidation. 

You must doubtless have perceived that the double acidifiable 
combustible which with hydrogen forms prussic acid, and which 
scientifically.ought to be called Prussium, (hence prussiated hy- 
drogen gas, pru3siate, prussure, &e.) is with respect to azote 
what the alcohol of Lampadius (and which we might also with- 
out much impropriety call lampadium, and hence lampadiated 
hydrogen gas, lampadotes, tampadures, &e. not to say sulphurel~ 
and azoturet of carbon, which wonld he false,) is with respect to 
sulphur. The two compounds have the same physical and che- 
mical properties : they are very gasifiable, eolourless~ and dia- 
phanous; dry oxygen cannot resolve them into the acids of 
their elements, and without water we could not decompose them. 
We see, in short, that one of the combustibles acts with respect 
to the other, in the room of water ; so that this Iast is not only 
reduced~ but subtracted in the portion of hydrogen which 
composes its oxygen into water. If therefore one of the com- 
pounds is the alcohol of sulphur, the other is alcohol of azote; 
and in both, in their solution by hydrogen, the earbon goes for 
l, be first proportion of this principle; and the one ought already 
to be considered as hydrogenated sulphur, and the other as 
azote hydrogenated, but by carbon instead of hydrogen, 

You must know that iodine receives reduced metals in ex. 
change for its oxygen, and forms, like the dry fluoric and mu- 
riatic acids~ combustibles salifiabIe by oxygenation ; tbr instanee~ 
by the oxidation of their metals. The hydrogen does not dis. 
place the metal from them, but composes the metallo-iode irito 
iodure of reduced metal, by producing actually aeidifiable com- 
bustible from the ipdic acid. 

The oxygenated iodine which Sir Hmnphry Davy ohtalned by 
treating iodine with oxygenated chlorine, is no~ eu-iodine, bul; 
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148 Correspondence of 
sub-euiodine, or iodine simply oxygenatOd, the euiodlne being 
considered as hyperoxygeuated. ] 'he eombinatious which this 
bodv contracts with the acids are analogous to those which it 
contracts with ~:.~.ter. It is probable that the light will se- 
parate tile oxygen fi'om it, as well fi'om the sub-euiodine as from 
the iodi~e, and will leave the two acids as it were with analogous 
engageJ~e|lts to the fluorieo-borie, carbonieo-muriatie gases, 
&c. These eompounds are very eurious. What has been 
hitherto regarded as insulated euehlorine, is in the same way 
only oxygenated chlorine, the ent'hlorine being hyperoxygenated 
chlorine. The dry acid ill this compound is at all times fi'ee 
enoug.h, bv its suh~,)lutiou bv the acid of the oxyg~'n, to unite 
with the oxidulate of mercury, without adding to its degree of 
oxidation. 

I am it:formed that Sir H,tmphry Davv has undertaken a la- 
b(),ious inqui,'y into the de-hydrogenation of the fluoric acid into 
fluorine, availing himself of iodine with this view. I shall ven- 
ture to predict that his researches will be fruitle.~s. I have made 
many expe,iments with the same view, but [ never perceived the 
slightest prospect of succeeding. The fluorie acid is not oxy- 
genahle into fluoriue, and it is not perhaps any more hydrogen- 
able into fiuor ; but it will rather be the latter than the tbrmer, 
sil;ee ah'eadv it prefers the most feeble reduced metals to those 
most strongly oxidated. Gold, platina, &c. separate it from 
lime: it is upon those compounds of dry fluorie acid and upon 
reduced metals, or upon the metallo-fluors, that  all attempts 
must be made to dehydrogenate this acid. But according to my 
first results, there are for,ned~uures very much hypereomposed 
of mete,l, and from which the fluor does not appear separable. 
We must find out a metal not susceptible offlnurisation, and 
it would be fortunate if we could find it among the w)!atile me-  
tals, at len.~t if the fluor be not w~latile, and then act on the 
meta!to-fh~,, ,~f this metal, made red hot bv means of a stream 
of hydrogen gas. It is singular that the h3rdrargyro-fluor is not, 
auv more than the two hydrargyro-mures, or hydrargyro-chlores, 
voiatile in the fire. If there existed a metal nearly inoxidable, 
we might expect that its fluorit: would be given up to the oxy- 
gen, the metal remaiifing untouched, and then the fluorine will 
be produced. With the fluors of ordinary metals, the metal is 
oxidated, and dry fluate results fi-om its combination with the 
.[hmric. I call )quoric the dry fluoric acid, or  fluorie acid gas 
without any water; fluorine when it is freed from oxygen ; and 

.fluore whe!'l freed fl'om hydrogen; and dry fl~ates when freed 
front their oxides. This dry .qci,l has no insulated existence, any 
more than the muriatie, "iodic, sulphuric, azotic~ &c. It is a 
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M. F~n Mont. 149 

body naturally less burning (coml, urant) than oxygen, which is 
the element of all eomburation, but more burning (comburant) 
than water, since it burns reduced metals, and since water serves 
it for all oxide, in the ordinary acids, which on that account I 
have named fluate~ muriate~ sulphate, &c. of h~drose, not to say 
o f  water. 

I have made several additional experiments of late, which have 
confirmed mv opinion, that the ashes of the metals ave acid~ [)r 
oxidtdes more or less eombiued with reduced metal, which makes 
it necessary for the acids to be heated, in nrder to dissolve them, 
or in order that the oxidated part may be separated fi'om the 
reduced part, and that they should share it in those two parts in 
the solution, which withott't caloric could not take place if the 
oxide be not already in existence. The combinations between 
the oxiduIes and the oxides~ and between the latter aud the hy- 
peroxides, form the degrees called intermediate of oxidatiou, and 
which intermediate degrees some auth6rs have not vet ceased 
to admi t  I call hyper-oxide every oxide which ought to de- 
posit oxygen, in order to he capable of being dissolved in the 
acids, and which consequently gives chlorine with muriatic acid. 
Several of the organic substances are combinatious between 
oxides and oxidules ; and as the affinity i~ weak, both the one 
and the other is easily engaged in excess ; and when we anaty-e 
these substances, we fi'cquently do nothing more than combiue 
them with the reagents; and then, instead of ed'acl b we have 
products Which we mistake for new l)riuciples. The fine ana- 
lysis of the oxalates by fire has proved, what 1 always said, that 
the vegetable acids have for their common fixed base carbortf~tzs 
acid, and fi)r a varying principle water. This analysis has yielded 
out of the oxatates with weak metals, carbonic acid aud utetal 
reduced afte'r having allowed the escape of water. There are 
earbonites therefore. The same salts with stronger oxide,~ have 
yielded water, and the carbonites remaining have been resol,cd 
into gaseou~ oxide of carbon; alad the oxalates with very sir(rag" 
metals are decolnpo~ed, after the manner of the acid,, al;me, 
into water, acetous acid, carbonic acid, oil, carbonated hy&ogeil 
gas, with hydrogen and carbon as the residue. 

Not only is the residue of the sulphurie ether an acidinutated 
sulphate of ether, but also, what is singular for an acid which 
changes its own water with the oxi, des, and forms dry salts, that 
of the ether by the fluoric acid is an aeidinulated fluate of ether, 
which in these salts exists in the state of gas, and the excess of  
acid is therein hydrated. From the new alcohol, neutral com- 
pounds are made, which the fire once more resolves into insulated 
~thers~ and into acidinulated salts. These salts are not decom- 
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1~0 Earthquake in "Scotland. 

posed by the alkalies ; but, by ~aturating the excess of acid, they 
so act that the sulphate or fluate of ether, become neuter~ may 
still be divided into isolated ether and aeidinulated salt. The 
stronger acids assume with the oxides of any of these neutral 
or aeidinulated_ salts the place of weaker acids. Ether is not 
separable from the aeidinulated salts, but by its destruedon, 
Boulay has confirmed that the ethers are subhydrated alcohol : 
I say eonfirmed~ because I said so a long time ago. The car- 
bon and hydrogen are there in the same absolute ratio, but less 
organized by water. It  is not astonishing that an oxide so en- 
ergetic as tlae ethereous gas contracts with the acids equally 
strong engagements. In short, when we say ~' there is in che- 
mistry nothing but hydrogen~ metals, oxygen, eombustibtes and 
aeidifiable comburans, oxides, acids, and salts," we have em~ 
braced the whole seience, simplified the course of thing% and 
placed as it were an astronomical station, 

[To be co~tinued.] 

J~ARTHQUAKR IN SCOTLAND. 
About eleven o'eloek on the night of the 13th of August a 

tremendous shock of an earthquake was felt in various parts of 
the north of Scotland. At Aberdeen, Perth, Montrose, and In- 
verness, its effects were most remarkable; but although many 
houses iz~ all these places were shaken fi-om 'their foundations 
and ~)artially shattered, we are happy to add; that from the du- 
rable and massy arehiteeture of the houses in Scotland, no hu+ 
man lives were lost. Several bridges in the district thus visited 
also suffered severely, but the meCst singular ph0euoialenon at- 
tending the awful concussion is the effect which it produced on 
the spire a t  Inverness. A letter from this ptaee thus describes 
part of the devastation there in the following terms: 

'~ Chimney-tops were thrown down or damaged in every quar- 
ter of the town. The Mason Lodge, occupied as an hotel, was rent 
from top to bottom, the north a stalk of the chimney partly thrown 
down ; one of the eoping-stones~ weighing, I should think, front 
fifty to sixty pounds, was thrown to the other side of the street, 
a distance not less than sixty feet. The spire of the steeple s 
,whieh I think one of the handsomest in Scotland, has b~een se- 
riously injured, and must in part be taken down. The spire is 
an octagon ; and within fl~'e or si.vj'eet ~J the top, the any.les 
of the octagon are turned ~earl~./ to the middle of  /he f iat  
sides of the octagon immediately unde~- it. What is more won- 
derfid than any thing attending the -memorable event~ notwi'th- 
standingthe vast quantities of stones and bricks that have been 
thrown from such immense heights~ not one person has received 
any hur: !"  
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In~ense Heat~--Steam- Englnas..--Expecliaon to d.frica. 15 I 

tNTENS~ rIXAT. 
Our chemical and mineralogical readers wilt be glad to hear, 

that by means of a blow-pipe for burning the gaseous constituents 
of water, in a state of high condensation, and which is con- 
structed by Mr. Newman, of Lisle-street, Leicester-square, a 
degree of heat may be produced greater than that of the most 
powerful Galvanic battery. Professor Clarke, of Cambriklge. 
who is engaged in a series of analytical experiments with the 
blow-plpe, has already succeeded in the decomposition of the 
earths; having obtained metals .from barytes and strontian, 
which do not become oxidcd by exposure to atmospheric air. 
The metal of barytes is ductile, and has the lustre of silver. An 
account of these experiments will be shortly before the public. 

A correspondent in Sussex has remarked the very rapid and 
great evaporation from the earth's surface during the clear in- 
tervals of the late showery weather,~a circumstance which/nay 
account in some measure' for the continuance of so much raita. 

STEAM ENGINES IN CORNWALL. 

By Messrs. Leans' Report for July, the average work of twenty- 
seven engines was 20,142,363 pounds lifted one foot high with 
each bushel of coals consumed. 

During the same mouth the work performed by Woolf's en- 
gine at Wheal Vor was 47,610~798 pounds li{~ted one foot high 
with each bushel. His engine at WheaIAbraham that is ill fidl 
work, lifted during the same month 51,923,679 pounds one foot 
with each bushel. Ills other engine at the same mine, not vet 
at her full load, lifted 23,794,469 pounds to the same height 
with every bushel of coals. 

The l~ t  mentioned engine has a 60-inch cylinder, but is only 
loaded 2 lib. 9 per square inch ; while his other eng'ine at tlle 
same mine (with a ~15-ineh cylinder) h.~s a load of 15 lib. 1 per 
square inch ; that is, a great portion of the coals consumed with 
the 60-inch cylinder engine goes only to th~ motion of the en- 
gine. 

MAJOR, PEDDI:E~S EXPEDITION TO AFRICA. 

The spriilg transport which eanied Major Peddie and hi~ 
companion Capt. Campbell to Africa, arrived after a tedious 
passage at Goree ; but the death of the surgeon who was to have 
accompanied them, which took place O n the 8th of December 
at Senegal; and the troops which were to have arrived from 
Sierra Leone in December not joining till the 25th of February, 
unavoidably delayed the department of the expedition from the 
coast tilt too late for the season. Tiffs delay will~ however~ he 
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152 Japan or Varnish. 

attended with advantages, as it will enable Capt. Campbell, who 
will make the necessary astronomical observations~ to settle the 
positiol~ of many places on the coast of Africa with more pre- 
cision than has hitherto been done. He had in the month of 
Februarv last made a great number of observations of distances 
of the sun and moon, affd moon and stars, from which he found 
the longitude of Senegal different from what is given in the 
tables ; the latitude Capt.Campbell  fixes from his observations 
at 16 ° 9 ~ 30" N. He was, however, anxious to avail himself 
of a greater numher of observations before he finally fixed the 
longitude of the town ; which as soon as he has done, he pro- 
mises to transmit for the use of navigators. The expedition has 
been fitted out with several good ,sextants, principally of Mr. 
Carey's make, and two of them contain a contrivance for taking 
single altitudes by means of a level contrived by the late Lieut.- 
gen. Brown, under whose management the astronomical part of 
the expedition Was fitted out. Besides sextmits, Capt. Campbell 
has barometer.~ (principally Mr. Arnold's), and a small transit 
instrument ; but the latter is so badly made, that the captain 
says, in a letter'to his friend in England, he cannot make any 
use of it. A~ this expedition was planned rather late in the 
spring of last year, and great l~ar was entertained of losing the 
season, the astronomical apparatus was as well as many other 
parts hurried. Mr. Troughton would no doubt have been em- 
ployed; but the shortness of the time, and the engagements of 
this excellent artist, deprived the expedition of the benefit of his 
superior instruments ; and although this circumstance has occa- 
sioned some regret to the astronmner employed, he has however 
great satisfaction in believing, with the exception of the transit ~', 
all the other instruments are very weld executed. It was per- 
haps impossible forGovernmcnt t c h a v e  selected two genttelne~t 
better qualified to undertake this arduous enterprise; mad from 
the Pare which tins been taken in the equipment, the public may 
look forward with great probability to the full accomplishment of 
the object of the expedition. 

RECIPES FOR MAKING JAPAN OR VARNISH. 

The following recipes for making japan or varnish are given 
in a contemporary journal, as having been recently imported 
from Germany. These compositions are described as rendering 
all articles to which they are applied impervious to wet withofft 
destroying elasticity. 

14Zhite dapan.--This japan never changes its colour, and with- 

Th~ transit instrumeT~t was not o f  ]~Ir. Carey's making. Mr. Carey 
att'em~ted to improve it; but it~ original bad co~lstruction~ it seems, would 
ne, t admit of it. 

stands 
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Edinburgh Dissection of the Brain. 153 

stands all the chemical agents that blacken other white pigments 
used in japanning. It is obtained in the following manner : 

Let some artificial carbonate of barytes (obtail~ed by decom- 
posing or pouring into a solution of native carbonate of barytes 
a saturated solution of subcarbonate of ammonia) be ground up 
with a sufficient quantity of white oil varnist b and apply it sue- 
eessively upon tile leather. This being done, the finishing coats 
are given to the article with a japan composed of carbonate of 
barytes ground up with white copal varnish ; and when perfectly 
dry~ the leather is polished with a piece of felt and finely levi- 
gated pumice-stone powder, and the last or finishing polish is 
applied by means of a sponge or soft brush and burnt hartshorn 
powder. 

Yellow Japan.~To obtain a dear transparent yellow, the 
leather must of course be white, and a yellow dye is given to it 
by means of woad or French berries and alum ; and when per- 
fectly dry the japan ground of patent yellow is applied ill the 
manner above stated. 

Red Japan.~For this purpose the base of the japan ground 
must be made up with madder lake ground up with oil of turpen 
tine ; this forms the first-ground. When perfectly d~'y, a second 
coat must be applied, composed of lake and white copal varnish; 
and the last~ with a coat composed of a mixture of copal and 
turpentine varnish ground up with lake. 

Blue Japan.~The first coal; must be given with artificial car- 
bonate of barytes ground up with oil varnish ; the second with 
prussian blue~ ground in copat varnish and finished as before 
stated. 

Black ~tpan is obtained by applying finely levigated ivory 
black ground up with linseed oil varnish ; the second coat must 
consist of the same pigment ground up in copal varnish. 

~ D I N B U R G H  DISSECTION OF TH]~ ]3RAIN. 

A ¢on,~iderable interest having been excited in Edinburgh for 
some time past, about the discoveries of Gall and Spurzheim, 
relative to the structure and functions of the brain, Dr. Spurz- 
heim at length made a dissection of that organ in one of the 
anatomical dissecting rooms of the University. Besides the re- 
gular students m,ny of the professors were present, as well as 
other scientific persons interested ill these new and important 
discoveries. Dr. S. succeeded in making the most pert~ct dissec- 
tion of the brain, and received the approbation of those who 
were present. Many persons who had previously opposed the 
new method of dissecting, this organ, testified to the superi- 
ority of Dr. Spurzheim's ~lew mode of developing the hitherto 
unexplored structure of the brain and nervous system. 

t~Bw 
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|5 ~ The IVaullcal Indicator. 

NBW NAUTICAL INSTR~M~,N'I'. 

To Mr. Tilloch. 
SIR,~In  order that the instrument offered to vour notice may' 

become as useful to mariners and travellers as the problem o~ 
which it is grounded was to the inventor and his shipmates in the 
years 1813 and 1814, he respectfully solicits the publication of" 
this in your very useful Magazine. 

The instrument alluded to is called a Nautical Indicator, and 
is a representation of the circles and arches of the natural hemi- 
sphere, as far as they are necessary to the seaman and traveller, 
and when set to observe altitudes of the sun, or of a star, at any 
time of the day or night, gives a distinct view of the meridian 
aIfitude; zenith distance; azimuth ; amplitude ; true time j 
length of the day, and variation of the needle at the place of 
observation, without the possibility of (unwilful) error ; by placing 
the whole under the eye of the observer in their natural positions. 

To a traveller by land~ no other accompanying instrumenl: 
than a spirit level is necessary, to ascertain all the abovemen- 
fioned articles. At a time when perhaps the mind is too much 
agitated for numerical calculation, it will in two or three minutes 
)mnave every uncertainty with respect to place at one observa- 
t~OIL 

To the eurious in hh  study, it will readilysolve many ~mportant 
Froblems in both geography and astronomy as well as naviga- 
tiom, among which the progressive variat~ot~ of the magnetic 
l~eedle is not the least. 

To  the teacher in his school, this instrument will be of much 
benefit, in detecting the errors of his pupils, and givi'ng them 
clear demoustration--that, with the observed altitudes, the in- 
terval of time between each, and the known decli:mtion at that 
time, the sun is preci~sety at the same distance from the meri- 
dian, and that.the meridian altitude can be no other than that 
given by the instrument, as also all the foremeutioned object, 
indispensably necessary to navigators. 

To merchants this invention mast be of the utmost eon~e,- 
~lenee, since by death, sickness, or casualties, the charge of 
their ships and cargoes often devolves on those who, se klmwledg% 
through walxt of proper education, is far from being adequat e to 
the t rus t .~The instrument is of the most simple constructifm, 
and the application may be understood by almost any capacity 
in a few hours--by a mariner at first sight. 

Paty'gentleman willing to patronize this invention, will please 
to address to James Hunter, No. 9, Leicester-street~ Leicester- 
square, London ; or at Mr. John Thin's) architect and builder~ 
Edinburgh. 

~DIS]gASIgS 
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Diseases of:Dogs, 155 

DIsEAsEs oF  DOes. 

tn a work recently published, entitled " Ins t rue t lons  to young 
Sportsmen,"  by P. Hawker,  Esq. we find the following recipes 
for treating the diseases and ace;dents to which these useful ani- 
mals are subject. The  author 's  long and extensive experience 
enables him to speak with confidence on such topics, and we 
have no doubt we shall confer a benefit oil soeietv at large, by 
naaking public the means which he prescribes. 

" D i s t emper . - -To  enumerate the various recipes for this 
sometime.~' incurable disease would require a volume; but~ of all 
that  I have yet tried, none has answered better than the one I 
shall here give; and, as the. remedy is so innocent, it may be 
safely administered where there exists even a doubt as ~o a dog 
having the distemper. 

" Recipe% 
" O p i u m  . . . . . . . . . .  3 grains. 

Emet le ta r ta r  (an invaluable medicine) . .  5 grains. 
To  be given at  night. 

" R e p e a t  the dose, every third night, till the dog is recovered; 
taking care to keep him in a warm place, and always fed with a 
warm liquid diet, sueh~as broth,  gruel, &e. 

" I f  the nostrils should discharge, have them washed, or sy-~ 
tinged, twice a day, with a lotion of alum, or sugar of lead 
putting about half an ounce of either to a pint of  water.  

~ The folIowing is a recipe, which no bribe eoutd tempt  the 
vender to part  with ; but, by means of some very clever chemists, 
I have ascertained i t t o  be simply as follows ; after some troubM 
in discovering the proportions, and discarding the ingredient, 
by means of which it was disguised in a pill. 

,c Reeipe. - -For a hal f-grown Pointer. 
co Jalap powder 25 grains. Calomel 5 grains. 

Made into a pill with a little gum water.  
"' For a fitll-grou,n Pointer. 

~ Jalap powder 30 grains. Calomel 8 grains. 
Mixed as above. 

~c One of these doses, mixed with butter~ or in a small piece 
of  meat, should be given to the (log every morning, on an empty 
stomach. The  food should be light, and easy to digest;  and 
the lotion, if required for the nostrils, should be observed herej 
as before mentioned. 

" Notwithstanding the trouble we bad to dlseover this simple 
recipe, I should prefer the one3qrst given, because there is less 
chance of a dog taking cold with tl~at, than any kind of mer-  
curial preparation. 

* " The following prescriptions are each about a dose for a fall-grown 
poi~lter. They must, of course, be increased or diminished in proportioll 
~;o the size and strength of the dog. '~ 
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156 Lectures. 

LECTU RES. 

Royal [nstilution.~Mr. Brande will commence his extended 
and practical Course of Lectures and Demonstrations on Che- 
mistD,, on Tuesday the 1st of October, at NitJe in the Morning. 
The days of lecturing are Tuesdays, Thursdays, and Saturdays. 

London Ho~p~tal.--On Tuesday the first of October, Mr. 
Richard Phillips will ebmmence a'Course of Lectures on Che- 
mistry, at Half past Seven o'clock in the Evening, to be con- 
tinued every Tuesday, Thursday, and Friday. Two Courses will 
be given in the Season, which commences in October, and ter- 
minates in May. Further Particulars may be had of Mr. W. 
Phillips, George-yard, Lombard-street, a~ld of Mr. Jenkinson~ 
Apothecary, London Hospital. 

Medical School of St. Thomas' s and Guy's Hospilals.~The 
Winter Course of Lectures at these adjoining Hospitals will 
commence as usual the first of October ; viz. 

.dr St. Thomaa%.--Anatomy and the Operations of Surgery, by 
Mr. Astley Cooper and Mr. Henry Cline.--Principles and Prac- 
tice of Surgery, by Mr. Astley Cooper. 

Mt Guy's.~ Praetiee of Medicine'," by Dr. Babington and Dr. 
Curry.--Chemistry, by Dr. Babington, Dr. Mareet and Mr. Allen. 
--Experiinental Philosophy, hy Mr. Allen.--Theory of Medi- 
cine, and Materia Medica, by Dr. Curry and Dr. Cholmeley.~ 
Midwifery, and DiseasesofWomen andChildren, by Dr.Haighton. 
--Physiology, or Laws of theAnimal CE~:onomy, by Dr. Haighton. 

N.B.  These several Lectures 0a'e so arranged, that no two of 
them interfere in the hours of attendance ; and the whole is cal- 
culated to form a Complete Course of Medical and Chirurgieal 
Instruction. Terms and other particulars may he learnt from 
Mr. Stocker, Apothecary to Guy's tlospital. 

St. George's Medical, Chemical, and Chirur~ical Sahools.~ 
The Courses will commence the first week in October : 

I, On the Laws of the Animal (Economy and the Practice of 
Physic, by George Pearson, M.D.F.R.S. Sen. Physician to St. 
George's Hospital, &e. &e. 

2. On Therapeutics with Materia Mediea and Medical .furls- 
prudence, by George Pearson, M.D. and W. T. Brande, F.R.S., 
Professor at the Royal Institutiot~. 

3. On Chemistry, by W. T. Brande, F.R.S. Professor of Che- 
mistry at the Royal Institution. 

4. On the Theory and Practice of Surgery, by B. C. Brodle, 
F.R.S. Assistant Surgeon to St. George's Hospital, &e. 

Note.--Sir E. Home will continue to give Lectures on Sur- 
gery gratuitously to the Pupils of St. George's Hospital. 
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Ltetures. 157 

Dr. Clutterbuek will begin his Autumn Course of Leeture~ 
the Theory and Practice of Physic, Materia Mediea, and Che- 
mistry, on Wednesday, October the Second, at Ten o'clock in 
the Morning, at his House, No. 1, in the Creseent~ Newt3ridge-. 
Street, where further Particulars may be had. 

Thealre of Anatomy.--Mr. Taunton's Lectures on Anatomy~ 
Physiology, Pathology, and Surgery. The Autumnal Course 
will commence on Saturday, October 5, 1816, at Eight o'clock 
in the Evening precisely, and be continued every Tuesday~ 
Thursday, and Saturday, at the same hour. 

Particulars may be had on applying to Mr. Taunton, 87, Hat- 
ton Garden. 

Theatre of Ana!orny, Medicine, ~c. Blenheim Street, 
Great Marlborough Street.--The Autumnal Course of Lecturc~ 
at tiffs School will begP, l on tile following Days : 

Anatomy, Physiology, and Surgery, by Mr. Brookes dally at 
Two, on Tuesday, October 1, 1816. Dissections as usual. 

Chemistry and Materia Mediea, &e. daily at Eight in the 
glorlling. 

Theory and Practice of Physic at Nine, with Examinations by 
Dr. Ager, on Monday~ October 7. 

Three Courses are given every year, each occupying nearly 
four months. Further particulars may be known from Mr. 
Brookes, at the Theatre; or from Dr. Ager, 69 Margaret Street, 
Cavendish Square. 

Meteorological Observations kept at l~althamstow from 
July 14 to August 14, 1816. 

[Between the Hours of Seven a,d Nine A.M.] 
Hour. Therm. Barom. ~,i,d. 

14 62 29"90 
15 59 29"60 

16 59 29"60 
17 58 29"53 

1S 52 29"40 

19 55 29"40 
20 6~ 29"70 

S. -Cloudy and sun ; rainy afternoon. 
S.--Rain ;--showers and sun. Evening 

clear ;--cirrostratus N W. 
E. var.--Very rainy day aud evening, 
bIW. var.--Clouds aud wind; sun and 

showers; clear. Moon last quarter. 
S. var.--Suu aud clouds; showers and sun ; 

clear and clouds. 
SE.--Very rainy until after 6 P.M.; cloudy. 
S.--Clear and clouds, cirrostratus; hot 

sun, and wind ; at 8 P.M. remarkable 
cirrocumuli NW. ; clear and clouds. 

July 21. 
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